Vicarious trauma or vicarious traumatization is the effects on a health-care worker that results from the empathic engagement or therapeutic relationship with clients or patients and their reports of traumatic experiences. The term was coined in response to the experience of psychotherapists working with trauma survivors and is widely attributed to McCann and Pearlman 1990 [1]. They developed a constructivist self-development theory discussing therapist reactions to clients’ traumatic material. They described that vicarious trauma can be understood as related to the graphic and painful material trauma clients portray to the therapists as well as the therapists unique cognitive schemas or beliefs and assumptions about self and others [1]. This theory has developed, has subsequently been described as compassion fatigue and has been subject to a considerable amount of research since this early description [2-18]. It has also focused on various professionals, including mental health professionals, and their vulnerability from working with a variety of clients or patients [4-6,8-10,12-14,19]. In this context, forensic mental health professionals are not specifically mentioned, although it is quite clear that the nature of the work that they do would make them vulnerable to vicarious trauma and “compassion fatigue.”

The authors argue that forensic mental health professionals and other professionals who work in the criminal justice system are distinctly at risk for exposure to highly traumatizing material as part of forensic psychiatric and mental health evaluations. This material includes explicit post-mortem pictures, videos of the crime or crime scene and, in rare circumstances, sexual homicide perpetrators’ records of their acts.

With technological advances and social media, the ability to record in vivid detail and to share this material has significantly increased the potential for vicarious trauma. What was once the occasional grainy black-and-white pictures became the colour photographs before becoming the multitude of digital pictures and videos covering every angle and every aspect often multiple times. Digital resolution of image capture and display improved. Ease of transmission and storage means more people can view and share. Curiosity and teaching contributed to a wider sharing of this material, well before reports of increasing vicarious trauma sequelae began to emerge. Experts in the forensic psychiatry field have often viewed reading about and viewing crime scenes as an interesting and expected part of their work. However, the insidious creep of more images and more details allowed progression of the effects of vicarious trauma or vicarious traumatization to go unreported for so long.

Particularly traumatizing has been the digital capture of crimes against children, especially sexual crimes including child pornography. The less frequent auditory or visual depiction of crimes in progress, where the terror of the victim is captured in full sensory mode, can be hard to erase from memory. Even now, the mere cellphone recording by members of the public witness to crimes and death and played out on TV screens can be disturbing.
It is in this new world that we find ourselves. Owing to the bravery of experts speaking out about their experiences with the mental health consequences of dealing with reading about these crimes, hearing from victims and seeing recorded material, we in forensic psychiatry should firstly acknowledge that vicarious trauma is an occupational hazard in the forensic psychiatry domain. We can and should develop guidelines for the management of forensic psychiatry material. We should also put in place accessible supports for those experiencing vicarious trauma.
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